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Relationships with Peers and Staffs 
The Value of Peers and Staff Relationship
q Peer relationships help increase loyalty

Employees aren’t loyal to companies, they’re loyal to the people in them. Reward employees

who participate the most to show them you value their dedication to the company.

Employees with strong bonds of camaraderie are more likely to remain loyal to their team,

and stay longer as a result.

q Work friendships increase job satisfaction

The satisfaction of a job well done provides its own essential motivation, but employees with

friends at work who regularly celebrate their contributions and accomplishments are more

likely to love their job, and even more likely to love the company they work for.

Encourage employees to share what makes them happy at work, whether it’s working with

specific team members or other factors about being a part of the team that make work

enjoyable.
Achieving the 
Impossible is a 
Reality!



Relationships with Peers and Staffs 
The Value of Peers and Staff Relationship
q Employees feel more valued at work

When employees know they matter to their team members, they’re motivated to work harder. In

fact, study reveals peer camaraderie is the number one reason employees go the extra mile.

Celebrate the completion of difficult projects, new skills and competencies obtained, and other

performance metrics.

q Peer recognition is a powerful motivator

We are all familiar with the strength of peer influence, but many fail to consider the potential for

peer pressure to act as a positive motivational force in the workplace.

Provide a way for employees to recognize one another through either small rewards or a

platform to post public thank you notes. You’ll notice more thank you notes roll in as more

employees realize the impact a few kind words can have in building relationships and creating a

sense of belonging.
Achieving the 
Impossible is a 
Reality!



“We make a living by 
what we get. We 

make a life by what 
we give”

- Winston Churchill -
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